
Take a new look at the old job of fighting winter. Patrol
wings have been proven in cost effectiveness and versa-
tility because two clearing passes can be combined into
one operation. Being less expensive and lighter than a
full heavy duty wing allows for smaller truck usage,
again saving on operational costs.

Our hydraulic patrol leveling wing saves you money
though fewer parts, (we’ve designed our wing with two
stronger cylinders instead of comparable wings with
three.) That means less maintenance and down-time at
the least opportune time, like when snow is demanding.

Gledhill’s exclusive torsion spring cutting edge device
allows the cutting edge to immediately swing back when

striking an obstruction, and then returns it to the prop-
er plowing position. The trip cutting edge wing mold-
board will prevent the wing from suddenly digging into
excessively hard frozen banks and unfrozen earth. This
provides less chance of damage to the wing moldboard
and attachments

We’ve made our wing stronger. Overspecifying strength
of materials means a rugged mount ready to take unex-
pected jolts inevitable to shoulder wing plowing.

Just another fine example of our product philosophy -
“Build them tough for the ongoing battle with snow!”



Patrol Leveling Wings

Patrol Leveling Wings
WING MODEL 9FRPWTE 10FRPWTE

OVERALL LENGTH 9' 10'

CUTTING EDGE LENGTH 8' 9'

FRONT HEIGHT 28" 28"

REAR HEIGHT 38" 38"

MOLDBOARD THICKNESS 10 GA. 10 GA.

CURB SHOES 2 2

TRIP EDGE SPRINGS 3 4

PUSH ARM BRACE WITH SPRING 1 1

AVG. CLEARANCE UNDER RAISED WING (REAR) 94" 104" 

APPROX. WEIGHT WING ONLY 920 LBS. 970 LBS.

APPROX. WEIGHT COMPLETE WING ASSEMBLY 2,060 LBS. 2,110 LBS.

Options: Engineered with a hydraulic cylinder, the wing post assembly will shift the required distance to 
permit full tilting of the truck hood. This allows fast access to the truck's engine compartment for 
maintenance or repair work.
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